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P R E F A T O R Y N O T E 
The taking of a physical inventory, while apparently a simple 
process, presents several intricacies that lead many factory managers 
into trouble, and, in a large percentage of instances, the figures ob-
tained are too dubious for general use. In the following Report, the 
procedure is set forth for taking an inventory the results of which will 
be accurate and reliable for all purposes. 
Having obtained correct figures, it is a problem in many plants 
how to keep them up to date. The solution lies in a perpetual inven-
tory system. Such a system is one of the earmarks of a progressive 
concern. While some factory managers have found that they could 
dispense with the physical inventory, it has been the experience of 
most men that it should not be discarded upon the adoption of a 
perpetual inventory system. By maintaining it in some form a power-
ful basic check will be established on the accuracy of the system and 
progress made toward its ultimate perfection. 
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INVENTORIES, PHYSICAL AND PERPETUAL 
PHYSICAL INVENTORY 
Preparation.—Inventory time is regarded by the average factory 
manager as a necessary evil that comes once or twice a year. I t 
usually means several days of rapid excessive counting and weighing 
with the hope that the inventory will be "near enough correct." 
Everybody is in a highly nervous state and the results are in most 
instances far from what are desired; hence they can seldom be used 
for production purposes. This, however, need not be so. By devoting 
a little time previous to the physical inventory in formulating plans of 
procedure, much time, confusion and inaccuracy can be avoided. 
In the first place, some definite preparations should be made for 
the event. The object must be clearly defined and the importance and 
seriousness of the undertaking appreciated by all. If it is understood 
that the inventory figures are to be used in the financial statement 
to the officers and stockholders, to show investment in materials, to 
furnish the basis for production plans and for making future con-
tracts, greater care will probably be taken and the results will be 
more accurate. Ignorance of the full purpose and lack of apprecia-
tion of its importance are conducive to carelessness. 
A formal announcement of the fact that an inventory is to be 
taken upon a certain date should be made by the factory manager. 
This has the effect of awakening in the average worker the feeling 
that house cleaning is in order and it will invariably result in an indi-
vidual clean-up of tools, odds and ends, etc., around the plant. 
Where it can be conveniently done, new production orders should 
be withheld and an effort made to complete the orders already on the 
floor thruout the factory. In other words, production should be 
tapered. By using judgment in this matter the amount of material 
in process to be inventoried can be reduced to a remarkably low 
figure. Of course, in concerns where the productive processes include 
long baking, ageing, etc., this means of preparation would not apply. 
I t is possible, however, to hold down the amount of material requisi-
tioned to a minimum. All excess material should be returned to the 
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stock room, if serviceable. If unserviceable, it should go to the salvage 
department or scrap heap, as the case may be. 
Obsolete material should be given particular attention by the stock 
room force, and weeded out from the active stock. Such material 
not only utilizes space but will also waste much precious time during 
the inventory. I t is a good time to get rid of obsolete surplus equip-
ment. In many concerns, such attempts to scrap items cause inter-
departmental quarrels which generally result in a decision to hold the 
equipment. Ultraconservatism in this connection is one of the most 
potent causes of overinvestment. I t is poor business economics to 
tie up capital in obsolete stock or in surplus equipment that there 
is but slight chance of ever using again. I t is needless to mention 
the cost in space and the labor charges incurred every time it is found 
necessary to move such material or equipment. 
After culling out all inactive and obsolete stock and equipment, 
the house should be put in order, so to speak. That is, each stock 
room and department should clean up its area and arrange the goods 
in an orderly fashion. This will greatly expedite counting and aid 
in attaining greater accuracy. 
Scope of the Inventory.—There is some variation in the use of 
the word "inventory" in industry. Some choose to apply it to the find-
ing of the amount of material on hand. Others consider it as meaning 
the physical accounting of all plant assets, building equipment, tools 
and materials in all stages of manufacture. This latter sense is the 
only one which tells the complete story. 
Materials in a modern plant are usually divided into two large 
classes, materials which enter directly into the product and materials 
which do not enter or, at least, enter indirectly into the product. 
In the first case, the direct materials are subdivided into proper 
classes for the purposes of stores control and to fit in with the cost 
accounting system. The classification may be considered as raw mate-
rials, or in process goods and finished materials. Raw materials are 
those upon which no labor has been expended in the plant. Worked 
materials are those upon which some work has been performed in the 
plant. Finished materials are those which, having been worked upon 
in the plant, are in the finished state, ready for assembly or shipment. 
Often parts are purchased for assembly from outside, but since no 
labor has been expended on them in the plant using them, they must 
be classed as raw stores. 
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Those materials of the second main class, namely, those that do 
not enter into the product, or only indirectly, are usually called 
supplies. They consist of such items as oils, grease, waste, etc., which 
are used by the various departments. I t is not infrequently found 
that a plant will consider some items of direct material as indirect. 
This is usually done for the sake of simplicity in cost finding. 
In industrial parlance all materials, supplies, etc., are called stock. 
Strictly speaking, stock is only the finished product in storage. The 
other raw and unfinished goods and other materials are stores. Yet 
about a plant, one always hears the word "stock" as applying to all 
classes. So we must not be confused or misled by the names, but 
remember that, at the inventory time, all assets, stock and stores 
included, must be considered regardless of the stage of manufacture 
or the location. 
Organizing the Force.—To formulate the inventory plan in all 
its phases and to make certain that the desired results are obtained, 
it is necessary to have an inventory committee. This committee should 
consist of officers of the company, preferably from three to five active 
officials. I t constitutes the force of authority for the inventory; it 
is the great impelling and correlating force in the work; and it is, in 
the final analysis, the body upon which the responsibility for an ac-
curate inventory rests. 
This committee, then, should plan every detail of the job, foresee 
and provide for irregularities or difficulties, establish an organization 
that will cover the ground thoroly, yet without duplication, and be 
ready to make instantaneous decisions on any points that may be 
brought to its attention. 
In active charge of operations should be the inventory supervisor. 
He would be, presumably, the factory superintendent or other operat-
ing chief and would have direct supervision over all phases of the 
work. H e should perfect the floor organization, acquaint each depart-
ment head with all details, see that the committee's instructions are 
adhered to, settle all points of order within his power, and inspect 
each department before and after the inventory. 
Reporting directly to the inventory supervisor, would be the de-
partment chiefs, each in personal command of the organization inven-
torying his respective department. They, in turn, should see that all 
instructions are carried out, divide the department into proper work-
ing divisions, assign individuals to the jobs designated by the organi-
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zation chart, (see Figure 1) and make sure that every man under-
stands clearly his duties. The department head is responsible for an 
accurate inventory of his section of the plant. 
FIGURE 1. T H I S ORGANIZATION TAKES THE INVENTORY 
Under each department head would be the foremen who really 
supervise the gangs that are actually doing the physical work. They 
hold a very important post since they are the ones who control the 
efforts of the workmen. They are in the position to see any errors 
in method, omissions, etc., and to correct them at the source. Watch-
fulness at this point will thus save endless trouble. 
The workmen engaged in inventorying should be divided into 
several groups of one or two men according to the nature of the work 
each is to do. 
There should be a nomenclature group who must tag and identify 
each item to be inventoried; there should be next the counting and 
weighing crew who must do the physical inventorying, and lastly there 
should be the checking group who must follow the inventory men 
and check the results. Of course, there must be several helpers to 
assist each group in moving, lifting, carrying, etc., so as to facilitate 
the work of the others and obtain speed along with accuracy. 
Instructions for Taking Inventory.—The inventory committee 
should issue mimeographed instructions as to the manner in which the 
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work is to be carried on. Written instructions are always more 
effective than oral and prevent many possible errors and also much 
loss of time thru unnecessary questioning. These instructions should 
cover all points that may be generally misunderstood or forgotten 
at the time. The items to be included in the inventory, what com-
prise the various classes, the duties of each crew, where to get the 
tags for the items, how to make out the tag properly and dispose of 
it, what to do in case of doubt and any special explanations peculiar 
to the business, etc., should be considered in the instructions. 
In regard to items to be inventoried the question is invariably 
raised as to whether incoming or outgoing goods should be considered. 
All incoming goods received prior to the inventory date should be 
regularly tagged and counted; all goods received after the inventory 
has commenced should be held apart in the receiving room and marked 
"not to be inventoried." The invoices should be likewise marked. In 
reporting these goods, the receiving department should date them as 
of the next production date. 
All such bulk items as coal, coke, manganese, iron or other ores, 
sand, clay, etc., should be estimated by three competent men and the 
amounts averaged. All such amounts should be marked "estimate" 
and be O. K.'d by the inventory supervisor before being recorded. 
Straw, excelsior, clippings and other materials shipped in unstand-
ardized bales should also be averaged where the quantity would make 
individual weighing impracticable. 
Outgoing goods should be inventoried even tho invoices have been 
made out, except, of course, where the shipment has been loaded and 
billed awaiting the switcher. 
In large concerns, all material on the floor in the production de-
partment should be classed as work-in-process for inventory purposes, 
even tho no work has been performed on it. The amount so classified 
would be small and much confusion, incidental to carrying it back to 
the proper stock room, will be eliminated. 
The respective foremen should be instructed to report to the 
department head all men, trucks or special equipment available for 
another assignment. He will in turn notify the inventory supervisor, 
who will place them elsewhere. 
Different businesses have conditions present peculiar to their 
plants, which cannot be dealt with in a general way. These should 
be covered specifically in each case. 
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I t is a very good plan to have a meeting or series of meetings 
some time previous to the inventory to discuss the inventory plan. This 
works to the advantage of both officials and workmen; the officials 
hear points from men who are always coming in direct contact with 
the material and the men get a clearer understanding of the plan each 
time it is discussed. 
Devices for Inventory.—In taking inventory, tags are first of all 
FIGURE 2 
needed. These are nothing more than plain manila cards arranged 
for the listing of the desired information. They are consecutively 
numbered and each department is assigned a definite block of num-
bers. The corresponding tags are allotted and each must be preserved. 
In case of an error, the tag should be marked "void" and returned, 
but in no case destroyed. 
I t is made in duplicate with a stub so that when the original and 
duplicate of the tag are taken for recording, the stub still remains 
on the item for identification in case a recheck is necessary. (See 
Figure 2.) A tag is tied or otherwise placed on each bin, rack, pile, 
bag, lot or other unit of inventory. There should be space provided 
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for all desired information that it is in the power of the departments 
to give. For goods-in-process a slightly different form must be used. 
(See Figure 3.) 
Indelible pencils only should be used so that there will be no unau-
thorized changes in the original amounts or illegibility due to grease 
or oil stains and contact between tags. 
Standard containers are most desirable in all cases where it is nec-
FIGURE 3 
essary to weigh loose material, etc., in order that the net weight may 
be accurately ascertained. Any convenient container, however, will 
answer if it has been weighed and its weight has been marked plainly 
on it. 
Scales, of course, are necessary. In those industries where there 
is a great quantity of small parts of different kinds a counting machine 
is a vast improvement over the old methods of counting by hand or 
computing the number from the weight. 
Taking the Inventory.—The inventory supervisor should distrib-
ute to every department head his allotment of tags, keeping a record 
of the numbers assigned to each one. These should be in the hands 
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of each department chief some time prior to the date of inventory. 
Dur ing the inventory period all manufacturing activity should 
cease. No material should be moved without permission of the inven-
tory supervisor. Movement of material or equipment after the in-
ventory is under way invariably leads to confusion. 
A t the " tap of the gong," the tags should be distributed and the 
crews released to their jobs. 
The nomenclature crew for each section should be the first to go 
over the ground. These men, who should be familiar with the proper 
names of each item and, in case of material in process, also the job 
or other number, will write the names and numbers on the tag and 
fasten it to the article or pile or place it in the bin, as the case may be. 
They should proceed logically, placing the tags in numerical order. 
Care must be taken so that nothing will be overlooked. I n some small 
plants a large part of this work may be done before the inventory, 
particularly in the case of equipment. 
Following this nomenclature crew should be the inventory crew. 
These men should carefully count or weigh everything tagged, and, 
detaching the original tag, put the results of their computations, the 
location and their initials, on it. When a section has been completed 
by this crew the original tags should be sent to the office of the depart-
ment head. 
The checking gang should closely follow in the footsteps of the 
inventory gang and cover the same ground, marking their figure on 
duplicate card. When the section is finished the duplicate is detached 
from the stub and sent to the office of the department head where it 
is matched with the original. I f a discrepancy is found and is large 
enough to warrant a recheck, a third par ty is sent out to take it and 
the result usually verifies either the first or second count. The depart-
ment chief must use discretion in demanding a third count. Some 
discrepancies may only amount in value to a few cents. I n such 
instances, it would be clearly a waste of time and energy to have an-
other check made. 
As each section is looked over in the office of the department head, 
all the tags accounted for and the quantities proved, the original set 
is sent to the accounting office where the inventory is priced and 
recorded, the duplicate set being retained for department reference. 
I f it happens, as it sometimes does in some organizations, that the 
stores department has the unit prices, another group known as the 
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pricing group should add this information to each tag before it is 
sent to the accounting office. 
Recording the Inventory.—Of equal importance to the taking of 
the inventory is the recording. I t is at this point that the materials 
and equipment are converted into dollars. The greater the number 
of items, the greater the amount of work involved, with a correspond-
ing increase in the chances for error. The clerks for recording and 
computing values must therefore be carefully selected from the office 
force. The personnel is subject to the ultimate control of the inven-
tory supervisor but is in direct charge of the works accountant. Figure 
4 shows an outline of the organization. 
FIGURE 4. T H I S ORGANIZATION RECORDS THE INVENTORY 
In the first place, the sorting clerks receive the bundles of tags 
after they are O. K.'d and sort them into classes according to the 
classification of material that may exist in the accounts. Each class, 
of course, represents a different unit value and care must be taken to 
see that each item is properly classified. 
The listing clerks simply transcribe on the typewriter from the 
original inventory tags the information there available that is called 
for by the inventory summary. (See Figure 5.) This form con-
stitutes the permanent record of the inventory. A form of like nature 
is used for an equipment record. The tags, of course, are kept as a refer-
ence. In some cases even the tags themselves may become the only per-
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manent record, in which case they must contain space for cost infor-
mation. Tags, however, generally become soiled and smeared with 
oil and grease, making them illegible and poor examples of permanent 
records. I t is, therefore, the better and more usual practice to use 
summary sheets, as they form a convenient and legible record for 
permanent use. The listing clerks, taking one tag at a time, would 
fill in the summary sheet under tag number, description, size and 
quantity. In transcribing the information for goods in process, they 
would also include the production order number and the last process. 
The sheets when properly filled out with the above information 
are handed over to the pricing clerks. The pricing clerks should be 
divided so that one group handles only the sheets of one classification. 
For instance, one group should price all raw material, another all 
process goods and another all finished goods, etc. Each group must 
be familiar with the class it is pricing. Where a cost system is in 
full operation, the difficulty in pricing is vastly reduced. If such 
is not the case, the raw material prices may be obtained from the 
invoices of the accounting department or the records of the purchas-
ing department. The engineering department often can furnish 
data on building and equipment. 
In pricing goods in process, the existence of an adequate cost 
system is a tremendous help. I t makes the procedure merely routine. 
If, however, there are no cost records available, the pricing clerks 
should be experienced men familiar with the production department, 
who know the sequence of processes and who are able to figure the 
costs of the items involved from time and material slips with the right 
proportion of overhead for goods in various stages of completion. 
The value of finished goods is always available either thru cost 
records or estimates made from past experience. 
The matter of inventory valuation is an important one, particularly 
in those industries where material constitutes the main element in cost 
and where also the material is subject to fluctuation in price thruout 
the year. I t is then perceived that a concern may secure profits or 
incur losses in two ways—manufacturing and speculation. 
In business where this fluctuation is great, speculation becomes a 
matter of importance and should be taken into consideration periodi-
cally in the general accounts as a distinct and separate element from 
manufacturing profit and loss. In ordinary business, it is a general 
rule to ignore speculative profits. 
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A merchant should not carry his inventory at the market price 
if the price is greater than cost because to do so would be to anticipate 
a profit which eventually might not be realized. Moreover, the current 
period would receive the benefit of the inflation at the expense of the 
succeeding period. If the market is lower, the same principle might 
be applied. The loss will not be suffered until the goods are sold to 
the customer. 
Inventories may be taken at cost or market price, whichever is 
the lower. This plan disregards speculative profit as such, allowing 
it to show in the extra profits from sales. I t recognizes speculative 
loss immediately. This method is strongly advocated by many and 
in fact is the strictly correct procedure if it is simply desired to know 
the financial status at a particular time. However, in checking cost 
with bookkeeping records thru the controlling accounts, a discrepancy 
in value would become apparent and involve the repricing and recal-
culating of costs on all goods in process—a tremendous task. 
The best procedure to follow, therefore, is to price inventories at 
cost and to carry cost values in the control accounts. In case of a 
lower market price, however, conservative accounting practice dictates 
that a provision be made for expected losses. A reserve account 
should be created covering the difference between cost and market 
price. 
Having determined and set down the proper unit price for each 
item, the sheets should then be handed to the extension clerks who, 
with the aid of a battery of calculating machines, will quickly compute 
the total value per item listed. As in the previous instances, each 
class of goods or material should be handled by a separate clerk or 
group. 
The recording force obviously will be far behind the physical in-
ventory force in completing their job, due to the fact that they are 
not able to start until the returns, both original and duplicate, have 
been turned in to the department head, and checked. Then again 
their work entails infinitely more care. There is, however, no par-
ticular need for completing this work within the inventory period 
since production can be resumed without confusion. 
When the summary sheets are completed they should be properly 
arranged and put in a suitable permanent form for ready reference, 
since the facts disclosed will be the basis of numerous reports and 
statements. 
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Each department head, having matched the final tags and sent 
them in for recording, files the duplicates for department reference. 
After the inventory supervisor has made his inspection, an order 
should be issued to "pull" the tag stubs. This constitutes a release 
of all equipment and material. When there is any question to be 
settled, the stub should remain on the item until the difficulty has been 
straightened out. 
If any records have been kept by the stock rooms or operating 
departments that are at variance with the facts as disclosed by the in-
ventory, they should be corrected before production activity is renewed. 
In reviewing the taking of a physical inventory it will be appre-
ciated that it is a large task. The larger the concern and the more 
items handled the more difficult the undertaking is. I t is, however, 
the only way open to a concern without a stock control system, to 
find out its profit or loss for a period. A well-organized plan, care-
fully conceived, will do much to eliminate difficulties and make the 
inventory present accurate and reliable information. 
PERPETUAL INVENTORY 
Meaning of Term.—The enormous apparent waste of energy 
necessary to ascertain pertinent economic facts relative to the condi-
tions of the plant has led many managers to give serious thought to 
this problem of inventory. 
I t is at once evident that during this period, which varies from 
four to ten days according to the nature of the plant and the efficiency 
with which the work is conducted, production is at a standstill. I t is 
also clear that, during this time, fixed charges continue just the same. 
The condition then arises of having no product upon which to dis-
tribute that overhead. The expense becomes simply a "floating dead 
loss" to be absorbed in a lump by the accounts. The delay, moreover, 
in many cases obstructs the activity of the production departments 
which are working "tooth and nail" to maintain the planned schedule 
in order to meet the demands of the sales department. The sales 
department, in turn, becomes subject to much embarrassment when 
they are unable to keep delivery dates with customers. In instances 
also where the inventory necessitates a shutdown of four or five days 
or more, many workmen are induced to leave the employ of the com-
pany for another job, especially in times when work is plentiful and 
labor scarce. This factor shows up in the increased turnover cost and 
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decreased production. Aside from these disadvantages of a periodic 
physical inventory is the outstanding fact that the management is 
practically always in the dark with reference to materials. How many 
times are plants obliged to partly or completely suspend operations 
due to lack of materials, caused by not ordering until stock is out? 
How many plants are continually in "hot water" concerning materials 
because they rely on the human element to order the right amount 
at the right time? The number is by no means small and the shortage 
of material and delays of transportation incidental to the reconstruc-
tion period have added to their troubles. 
How then may these disadvantages be eliminated? The answer 
is by the installation of a perpetual inventory system. By maintain-
ing a continuous record protected by effective checks, waste and other 
losses will be greatly reduced, all errors will be nipped in the bud 
and not allowed to accumulate till the next inventory or until the 
despairing cry of "all out" is heard, and ordering will become a matter 
automatically regulated. The management at all times will have an 
accurate knowledge of the materials situation and, being in a position 
to watch outside influences, will be able to take steps to reinforce the 
concern's position against possible trouble. 
Many industrial managers are led to believe that a perpetual 
inventory system means so much red tape that does nothing more 
than tie up the wheels of production. In some isolated cases, this 
unfortunately is true, but the reason is clear. I t is invariably found 
that the failure of a perpetual inventory system to function is not due 
to errors in its principles, but rather due to the method of application. 
While not commonly thought of as cash, materials or stores really 
represent money. What opinion would one hold of a banker who 
never checked his cash until the end of the month? Obviously, it 
would not be flattering. Yet the same practice is indulged in by 
concerns who keep no records of additions to or withdrawals from 
stores. I t is a well-known fact to storekeepers that stock is one of 
the most elusive substances in the world and requires careful guard-
ing. A system, however, can be installed to fit the conditions of every 
concern and give the results that are claimed by its advocates. 
A perpetual inventory system, therefore, involves the absolute 
control of stores. To control stores certain basic records are neces-
sary; still others are desirable additions as checks for insuring the 
accuracy of the records. 
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The fundamental records that must be kept are: (1) the stores 
requisition or order, (2) the stores receipt, (3) the balance of stores 
card, (4) the bin card. 
There are also usually other auxiliary forms such as the verifica-
tion slip, the request for purchase order blank, the usage record, and 
others. No t all these are necessary to the proper functioning of the 
system in some plants, and in fact should not be attempted if efficiency 
of control is obtained without them. 
The Stores Requisition.—The stores requisition, stores issue slip, 
or stores order as it may variously be called, is the request of a 
properly authorized individual made on the storekeeper for an item 
of material. I t is in reality a check drawn by the foreman or other 
person on the storekeeper to be redeemed, not in cash as at a bank, 
but in material. I t constitutes the storekeeper's authority for giving 
out the material for the amount stated and represents a depletion in 
stock. The form is necessary to show the amounts of material issued 
and for what purpose it is to be used. 
There are many types of requisitions used by concerns, the main 
purposes of which are identical. Some are designed to give more 
information than others and consequently are more complex. Usually 
the stores requisition, besides performing its function in stock control, 
acts as an agent in carrying material costs to the cost department to 
F I G U R E 6 
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FIGURE 7 
be applied to the particular work order. Examples of two forms may 
be seen in Figures 6 and 7. 
The Stores Credit Memo.—The stores credit memo is a form which 
is used in a manner diametrically opposite to the way in which the 
stores requisition is used. I t might be compared to the deposit slip 
FIGURE 8 
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in the bank. I t is the authority for putting some material previously 
issued back in the storeroom. I t must not be confused with receiving 
new goods from the receiving department. This slip is the means of 
making the storekeeper accountable for the amount stated. Besides, 
it ordinarily gives the cost department information so that the par-
ticular work order or job may receive credit for the amount unused 
and previously charged. For an example of stores credit memo see 
Figure 8. In order to facilitate the separation of debits and credits 
in the stores accounting department, Figures 7 and 8 should be of 
different colors. 
The Balance of Stores Card.—The balance of stores card con-
stitutes the backbone of the system. I t is on this card that all entries 
affecting the quantity of the item of stores are recorded. I t is nothing 
more than a stock ledger arranged so that the quantity on hand may 
be kept up to the minute. There is a separate card for each item and 
spaces provided for recording all information pertinent to the control 
of the stock and the individual transactions. The forms of balance 
of stores cards are many. They vary according to the organization 
considered and the degree of control desired. 
FIGURE 9. BALANCE OF STORES CARD 
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FIGURE 10. BALANCE OF STORES CARD 
Where a planning system is used as a correlative factor in the 
control of stores, the balance of stores card must provide the means 
for linking up planning control with stores control. This is done 
usually by placing a column for the assignment or reservation of 
material on the card. Of course, in plants where this step has not 
been assumed by the planning department or where a planning de-
partment does not exist as such, this column would be superfluous. 
As illustrations of this record, Figures 9 and 10 are presented. 
The Bin Card.—The bin card, while sometimes omitted in the 
perpetual inventory system of very small plants, is a very important 
check and in large organizations practically indispensable to the 
success of the system. I t is a form that is placed with the physical 
stock upon which are recorded all transactions in and out of the bin, 
rack, bay or other storage unit. 
I t is kept independently of the balance of stores card and, being 
located with the material, the entries are made direct as the transac-
tions occur. Loss of requisitions in the handling, therefore, would not 
affect the accuracy of the bin card and in this way it acts as a check 
against the balance of stores cards. Other checks will be discussed 
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FIGURE 12. VERIFICATION SLIP 
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later. All forms of bin tags are much the same. Figure 11 shows 
a form that can be easily adapted to individual requirements. 
The Verification Slip.—Among the auxiliary forms whose pur-
pose it is to insure accuracy and complete control, is the verification 
slip. (See Figure 12.) This is a device for bringing the balance of 
stores card and bin card into agreement with the actual amount of 
stock on hand, ascertained by a physical check. 
The Bequest for Purchase Order.—The request for purchase order 
is simply filled out by the balance of stores clerk in some cases, or 
by the storekeeper in others, when it becomes necessary to purchase 
more stock. I t is not a purchase order itself since only the purchas-
ing department has the authority to purchase. I t is a request on the 
purchasing department to buy the material stated. (See Figure 13.) 
FIGURE 13 
If the stock is manufactured within the plant a request for a manu-
facturing order is made out and sent to the planning or production 
departments. Its form is practically the same as described in Fig-
ure 13. 
The Usage Record.—The usage record is a form upon which are 
catalogued specifications of an item, the record of past use or contem-
plated future demand, the names of other materials affected by any 
changes in the use of the item of material considered. (See Figure 
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FIGURE 14. USAGE RECORD 
14.) This record is of greatest value in a large concern where the 
interrelations of parts and materials are many and complex. 
Forming an Organization.—In order to maintain records an or-
ganization must be set up. I t need not be an elaborate one but one 
that is adapted to the size and type of the particular business. No 
matter how small the plant or how few the men it can afford to employ 
to run the system, there is this one fundamental idea that must be 
kept in mind. Men who are handling physical stores should not be 
allowed to have anything to do with balance of stores records. The 
organization must be separated into two distinct divisions, one in 
charge of the actual stock and the other in charge of records. To 
permit overlapping of functions is to encourage numerous wrong 
practices. Where the same man or group is in control of both stock 
and records, errors are difficult to catch and fraud is virtually impos-
sible to detect. 
The duties of the physical stores unit are to properly receive, store, 
issue and protect the materials under its jurisdiction. 
The stock record unit should maintain a proper record of materials 
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and prices, carefully guard the minimums, and know the available 
balances on hand at all times. 
In the storerooms the employe should be a semi-clerical type. Re-
ceiving, issuing, and recording the material handled requires a knowl-
edge of arithmetic and ability to write legibly. 
Stores record or stores accounting work demands the same type 
of clerical labor that is necessary in the accounting or cost depart-
ments—accurate and reliable workers. 
If it is attempted to run the system with anybody that happens 
to come into the employment office, failure is imminent. 
Fixing the Maximum and Minimum Limits.—The records will 
show the amount of materials on hand at any given time. This infor-
mation is vital to the maintenance of sufficient stock for factory needs. 
The problem then arises, how much of each material should be kept 
on hand? There are many factors to be considered before the limits 
can be definitely set. 
The factors may be classified as positive and negative influences. 
In other words, there are those factors which tend toward the main-
tenance of a large quantity of material on hand and those which tend 
toward keeping the quantity down to a low point. 
The first mentioned forces are usually the argumentative weapons 
of the purchasing and production chiefs. The purchasing agent will 
contend that by buying in large quantities a better price is obtained, 
regardless of the length of time necessary for consumption. He also 
is a believer in making increased profits thru market speculation; 
that is to say, the overbuying of a large quantity of materials when 
the market is low and indications point toward a rise, even tho the 
concern is not in need of the particular product. The production 
man is interested not from the purchasing standpoint but from the 
standpoint of continuity of operation. He wants nothing to inter-
rupt production and, therefore, will argue that the more stock on 
hand the better. 
I t can be seen that if this point of view is maintained and only 
these influences considered the plant would soon become choked with 
material and the office filled with invoices. 
There are, however, working in opposition, some negative forces 
or influences and these are championed by the accountant or financier 
and the storekeeper. I t is recognized that plant space is measurable 
in terms of dollars. The motive of the industrial plant is production, 
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not storage. Productive space is the life of the plant. All non-pro-
ductive space, therefore, is a burden on productive space, and the 
lower the ratio maintained, within limits, the lower the factory cost of 
the product will be. Not alone this, but the production is often ham-
pered by the encroachment of materials upon productive space. 
Besides this ever important matter of storage space are other 
economic influences, namely, interest, deterioration and obsolescence, 
and insurance. Interest is the most important of this group. I t is 
one of those intangible elements that go to make up cost and its impor-
tance is not always appreciated by men whose energy is bent on 
production. Since, however, all available capital of a concern is needed 
for manufacturing, why tie up a cent more than necessary in mate-
rials? This phase of the problem is a matter of prime consideration 
with most industrial engineers who seek to reduce investment in 
materials to a minimum. 
Then, too, depreciation theoretically sets in immediately, lowering 
the quality of the product. This factor, as a practical matter, only 
becomes important in such cases where the product involved is subject 
to speedy change, as in chemical or electro-chemical industries. 
Obsolescence is a factor that must be carefully considered in an 
industry that is in an embryo state or one that is in a stage of rapid 
changes. The loss due to scrapping a quantity of obsolete material 
and equipment or the competitive handicap suffered by attempting 
to use it are problems which directly affect the success of the business. 
I t is readily seen that the greater the value of materials the greater 
the cost for production. While this may be small, yet it is worthy 
of consideration. 
Looking at the problem from this side of the fence, exclusively, 
it is evident that production would be continually menaced from low 
stock and, in case of any unusual event, would result in a shutdown. 
This is by far the more grievous sin. Production must be maintained 
at all hazards. 
There is, however, a middle ground, a mean, that represents the 
right economic quantity. After considering the above factors in-
volved in storage of materials it is necessary further to consider the 
estimated future demands of the business and the average time in-
volved in obtaining material. With all facts clearly in mind each may 
be weighed for its relative importance and an intelligent solution to 
the problem made. 
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Generally summed up, the minimum or order point should be fixed 
at such a figure that the material in question will last until the new 
order arrives, so that at no time will the plant be lacking in it. I t will 
depend (1) on the sales department estimate of orders for the ensuing 
period modified by orders on hand and past data, (2) on the time 
necessary to get the particular item into stores from the market, (3) 
on the time necessary to complete the manufacturing process. 
The order quantity should be that amount fixed as the most 
economical from the transportation, storage and operating stand-
points. The order quantity should, with the balance of the old mate-
rial not used by the time the new arrives, represent the maximum 
amount to be in stores at any time. The maximum will depend largely 
on the fluctuations of demand. For example, the seasonal periods 
may divide the year into September, October, November, and Decem-
ber for one period, January, February, March and April for another, 
etc. Now, during the first period we may calculate that the average 
monthly sales will be 1,000 units, but the demand for October may 
run high some seasons, say 1,500 or more, while in September it may 
run as low as 500 units. If an average run of 1,000 per month is 
figured on, it should not be the cause for alarm if it be discovered that 
finished stores on hand are running high during September, for the 
surplus will be absorbed during the next month. 
Arranging the Stores.—The materials should be stored in an 
orderly and convenient manner so as to facilitate handling. All stock 
adaptable to bins or racks should be taken care of in that way. Other 
material should be stored in unit piles or bays. Bins or bays should 
be numbered or lettered so that the location of an item can be specific-
ally stated. 
The double bin method lends itself admirably to the perpetual in-
ventory system. As every storekeeper knows, double bins not only 
insure that the oldest material is used first but also automatically give 
warning that the order point has been reached. 
These physical changes can be brought about slowly without un-
duly disturbing the routine. I t is decidely inadvisable to attempt 
to make all changes at once. The primary idea is to keep an accurate 
perpetual balance of stores and all physical changes should be carried 
on with this in mind. 
Installing the System.—The installation of records is a matter that 
must be approached with care. The personnel, not only of the store-
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room but of all the departments coming in contact with it, should be 
previously educated to the operation of the system by discussions and 
by written instructions. 
Immediately upon the taking and checking of the physical inven-
tory the quantities found should be entered on the balance of stores 
and bin cards before any additions to or deductions from the stock 
have been made. I t is important that these records be started simul-
taneously, otherwise it may prove difficult to bring them to an agree-
ment. The work can be done in small plants in comparatively short 
time. In large organizations, however, the records can be started only 
by sections. The receiving report or vouchers upon which material 
has been added or the requisitions upon which material has been with-
drawn, should all be held apart or marked in a special manner so that 
the balance on hand may be computed. When it is necessary to 
resort to this method, particular care must be taken, since many ave-
nues are open for errors. 
The routes of the various forms that have been outlined in advance 
must be watched and the vouchers kept moving. If the channel is 
direct and well defined, little trouble will be experienced by lost 
papers. 
The men entrusted with the power to draw on the stores should 
be limited to as small a number as possible without retarding the 
drawing of materials. These men should all be responsible parties, 
such as foremen, sub-foremen, etc. 
Every workman must be made to feel that a part of the respon-
sibility for the success of the system depends on him. Until it is 
running smoothly, every one should be on the qui vive for any sign of 
trouble. 
Operating the System.—When materials or supplies are wanted, 
the foreman or any one to whom authority has been delegated to draw 
stores should make out a requisition. For simplicity in costing, one 
item only should be included on the requisition; it is then sent to the 
storeroom where it is presented to the storekeeper or his assistants. 
The latter should scrutinize the requisition, making sure that the 
signature is authentic, that the nomenclature of the material is correct 
and that all necessary information is embodied thereon. Having 
satisfied himself as to these details, he withdraws from the bin or rack 
the material required, making the deduction on the bin card and 
initialing it. He then issues the material and initials the requisition. 
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The storekeeper himself, after signing it, should send it thru to the 
balance of stores clerk immediately by messenger or in the next col-
lection of the department mail. The initialing of the bin card fixes 
responsibility for the issue within the stores department and the 
signature of the storekeeper makes him responsible as a head to the 
next higher authority. 
The balance of stores clerk should enter the data on his record 
and if he has the unit prices, will price it; if not, he will send to a 
pricing clerk who enters the unit price and extends its total. I t is 
then sent to the cost department where the material costs are assembled 
against certain orders and the requisitions filed. 
Should it be desired to return some material previously drawn, 
to the stock room, a stores receipt should be made out by the proper 
person and returned with the stock. The storekeeper examines the 
goods and, if O. K., puts them back in their proper place and adjusts 
the bin card. The stores receipt should then be signed by the store-
keeper and sent to the balance of stores clerk who adjusts his balance 
accordingly. 
The cost department is the final resting place where the amount is 
entered as a credit to the proper order. 
When the material reaches the minimum or order point, the man 
making the last issue notifies the storekeeper. The storekeeper then 
makes out a request for a purchase order, or, if the stock can be made 
within the plant, a request for a manufacturing order, stating thereon 
the quantity specified on the bin card. He at the same time labels 
the bin "ordered." If the next man withdrawing material from the 
bin perceives that the stock is below the order point and no label is 
apparent he notifies the storekeeper who investigates the delinquency 
and immediately issues a request. If the balance of stores clerk after 
deducting the requisitions finds that the balance is down to the order 
point and no request for a purchase order is received within a reason-
able time, he also causes an investigation. 
The request for more stock is sent direct to the balance of stores 
clerk who checks his record to make sure that his balance is in agree-
ment with the storekeeper's balance. If not, an investigation should 
be made immediately and the matter straightened out, before per-
mitting the request to reach the purchasing agent or manufacturing 
department. 
Upon receipt of the goods, the storekeeper checks the old material 
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remaining in the bin or section and verifies it with the bin card. This 
can be easily done for the reason that, if the order point has been 
fixed with any degree of accuracy, but a small amount of old material 
would have to be checked. The new material should then be put in 
the bin, and the proper entry made on the bin card. The receiving 
report or other voucher which accompanies the material to the stock 
room should be signed and sent forward to the balance of stores 
clerk for entry in his records. 
Some plants may find that the issuing of a new balance of stores 
card and bin card for each new lot of material would be a desirable 
procedure. In many cases this is being done with highly satisfactory 
results. I t is admirably adapted to a manufacturing order cost 
system where it is important that lots be kept separate. I t furnishes 
a powerful check on accuracy since when the material is exhausted 
the card should register zero. I t is immediately sent to the stores 
accounting unit and compared with the balance of stores record, which 
likewise should register zero. Any discrepancy can be immediately 
rectified. 
When a production control or planning system is in use or con-
templated in conjunction with the perpetual inventory system the 
operation is somewhat different from the procedure just described. 
The requisitions for material and supplies are, for the most part, 
made out by a clerk in the planning room from the bills of material 
that have their origin there. The requisitions are then sent to the 
balance of stores clerk where the quantity is entered on the record 
as being assigned or reserved for a definite manufacturing order. 
The storekeeper then receives them and withdraws the stock from 
the bin in the regular manner, sending it to the point designated, 
that is, to the department, floor or machine where it is to be used. 
The requisitions are signed and sent to the balance of stores clerk, 
who checks the actual issue against the assignment previously made. 
If the material has been issued as directed the assignment will 
be canceled and the amount deducted. The balance of stores cards 
will, under this system, show the quantity of stores on hand but 
reserved for production orders, and also the balance on hand avail-
able for issue. This plan gives by far the superior stores control, but 
can be worked successfully only where the planning, stores and pro-
duction departments are perfectly coordinated. 
Internal Checks.—Since the human element enters into it, a per-
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petual inventory system must be made as fool-proof as possible. I t 
must be surrounded by automatic checks that are simple and effective 
without being cumbersome. If no such precautions are taken, there 
is no assurance that the records are correct. I t can be safely assumed 
that some errors will inevitably creep in and if no checks exist the 
position of the concern would probably be as bad as without the 
system. 
The first check is found in the organization itself. This is evident 
when it is considered that the records are kept by one man or unit 
and the material handled by another. I t prevents the doctoring of 
the records without a satisfactory explanation. The psychological 
effect of each knowing that there is another independent record being 
maintained of the same transactions is to stimulate greater care. 
The second check exists in the method of ordering. When the 
storekeeper reaches the order point on the bin card, he puts in a 
request for more stock. Should he fail, the next clerk who takes stock 
from the bin, noticing that there is no label on it, immediately initiates 
a request. If the balance of stores clerk reaches the order point and 
no request is forthcoming from the storekeeper, an investigation is 
started to ascertain the reason. By fixing responsibility for error or 
oversight each time, the occasions for adjustment should become 
almost negligible. 
Another check is made possible by use of a verification slip. This 
is made out before the new stock is added and the figures are found 
by actually counting or weighing the remaining old stock. I t is per-
ceived that this stock is basic in nature rather than comparative. The 
work is relatively light since the stock on hand is exceedingly low. 
Bulk stores such as coal, coke, ore, sand, etc., that do not lend 
themselves easily to a control system, should be carefully watched 
and the quantities checked by frequent visual estimates. The verifi-
cation slip is sent to the state of stores clerk for comparison with his 
records. 
In instances where a separate balance of stores and bin cards are 
kept for each lot or order another absolute check is furnished. The 
bin card is not only checked at the order point but also when the 
old lot has been entirely issued on the bin card. I t is sent to the 
balance of stores clerk to be checked with his record and filed. I t 
can be seen that with such a double check, it would be impossible to 
be much out of the way. 
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I t is not an infrequent practice to demand a physical inventory 
of a certain number of different items each day so that at the end 
of one, six or twelve months every item shall have been inventoried. 
This is done by the regular storeroom force during dull periods each 
day. I t cannot be strictly called an inventory, but simply a stock 
check. 
In some organizations, the plan of appointing one or two men 
as stock checkers may receive favorable consideration. I t would be 
their sole duty to go over every item in a given period, comparing 
the actual quantities found with the records. 
The last two checks are in effect nothing more or less than 
the periodic physical inventory spread over the entire period. I t is 
usual to find one of these operated in conjunction with some of the 
above mentioned checks where the periodic inventory has been dis-
carded. I t accomplishes the same end, namely, actual count by items 
and at the same time eliminates the disadvantages due to the complete 
suspension of activity incidental to the periodic inventory. I t can 
be seen that the same result is accomplished in a gradual manner 
which permits the absorption of the expense in current production. 
In connection with the above plan of inventory, particular care 
must be taken to see that requisitions in transit between the bin and 
the stores accounts are considered in adjusting any apparent dis-
crepancy. 
With checks such as those outlined above, in operation, a per-
petual inventory system will furnish data that are sufficiently accurate 
for all practical purposes. I t can be perceived from what has been 
said that it is improbable that anything will go far enough wrong 
to make any material difference. 
There are mechanical devices such as dial scales, counting ma-
chines and measuring machines that are great aids to accuracy in 
issuing material. In large storerooms, these facilitate the work of 
the force and save a considerable amount of time. 
Besides all these factors mentioned, the storeroom methods are 
responsible in a large way for the success and accuracy of the system. 
I t cannot be taken up in detail here, but it should be appreciated that 
discipline is necessary and also that everybody should be kept out 
of the storerooms excepting the stores organization. In no other 
way can responsibility be fixed. 
Amplifying the System.—It is important to remember that a 
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perpetual inventory system is elastic and can be fitted to an organi-
zation of any size and type. I t is equally applicable in principle to 
commercial as well as industrial concerns. 
Little has been said of goods in process thus far. This can be 
controlled by the planning department or the cost and the stores 
departments. In small concerns, where material entering into pro-
duction is closely controlled, a physical check at any desired time 
would be a simple matter and the result easily obtained. The plan-
ning department is in a position to know the amount of material in 
production from day to day and the stage of each piece of work. 
Where the industry is large and where great amounts of capital are 
tied up in goods in process, all the above departments usually have 
controlling information. 
The materials are divided into their natural classes, raw material, 
worked material or process goods, and finished material. There are 
also classes such as supplies not entering into the product, scrap 
material, special articles that are not carried as stores and hence must 
be purchased. If convenient, there is a separate storeroom or storage 
space for each of these classes. 
Goods in process in turn may be classified according to the stage 
of production. For the sake of perfect control, all goods are consid-
ered as being in stores after each process. Sometimes the break in 
the line of production is so distinct that it is advisable to have worked 
material storerooms. This gives absolute control of all items thruout 
the plant. Much discretion is necessary, however, in controlling goods 
in process. I t would be highly improper procedure and result in 
much inefficiency to interrupt continuous straight line processes to 
the extent of establishing storage points along the line. Usually suffi-
cient control can be exerted over the class as a whole. 
The records for each class likewise should be physically divided 
and one or more clerks assigned to take care of each. Different 
colored forms for each class tend to minimize errors. The work in 
process may also be divided according to its stage of production even 
tho the physical goods are not held at storage points. In other words, 
paper control may be established, and cost data maintained. Thus, 
the investment in this class of material may be known at all times. 
Symbolization.—The use of symbols in industry is comparatively 
recent in their present form. They constitute a very effective device 
in saving time and insuring accuracy. Symbolization is essentially an 
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accounting device and its use in control of stores is but a small part 
of its function. A complete discussion of symbolization is not rele-
vant, but the principle as applied to stores accounts will be demon-
strated. 
All material in the plant is classed as stores of one sort or another. 
They may be raw, finished, in process, second hand, scrap, etc., but 
nevertheless they are stores. To so designate them the symbol " S " 
is used. In order to sub-classify them another symbol is used. "R" 
for raw material, " W " for work in process, " F " for finished parts and 
"V" for supplies, meaning, variety of stores. Each one of these must 
in turn be more narrowly restricted since there are many different 
raw materials, materials in process, finished goods and supplies. Tak-
ing the last mentioned, for example, a rivet may in certain industries 
be considered a supply. The symbolization would include another 
letter, "R" for instance, and, if it were a copper rivet, the letter "C" 
would be added. The whole symbol would then be "SVRC." This 
pins it down to its proper classification without any chance for con-
fusion. All items are analyzed and symbolized according to their 
class and nature. In most instances, mnemonic symbolization such 
as the above, is preferable; that is, symbols are selected that connote 
the item name from their sound. I t is rarely advisable to include more 
than four letters in a complete symbol. 
Other refinements that are particularly suitable to a certain plant 
may be adopted by it without conflicting with the perpetual inventory 
system. 
Conclusion.—The idea of maintaining a running balance is not a 
new one, but its effectiveness is scouted by many. Plants are often-
times obliged to close at certain intervals for causes peculiar to the 
industry. There is no reason why advantage should not be taken 
of this inactivity to take a complete physical inventory at one time, 
altho essentially the check on materials is no different than if done 
gradually during the year by actual physical count. As stated before, 
it is the best check on the accuracy of the paper figures. The mere 
fact, however, that a shutdown must occur periodically, is no reason 
for failing to operate a perpetual inventory system, since in no other 
way can accurate up-to-the-minute data be made available. 
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